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	Creating web pages was fairly straight-forward—in the early 1990's. Today, there are many, often competing technologies available for creating a web experience. Remarkably, all these differing technologies and strategies interoperate in a relatively seamless way to serve the billions of people who use the World Wide Web and the Internet.


	IBM's Lotus Notes and Domino product set—the subject of this book—is a feature-rich, application development technology that has been used to create web-enabled applications since the late 1990's. Since then, it has evolved substantially through several major software versions, and it will continue to advance into the foreseeable future, adapting to the changing web landscape and incorporating new technologies and methods as appropriate.


	One of the delightful aspects of Domino is its backwards compatibility. With few or no changes, applications written with previous versions of the software, untouched for a decade or more, will run as expected on the newest Domino server.


	It is also important to understand that useful applications can be crafted and deployed on a wide range of platforms with relatively little work. A simple application can be cobbled together and rolled out in less than an hour. It would not be a complex application, of course, but it might suffice for basic data collection or an informational website. After that first version rolls to production, providing immediate benefit to users, features and improvements could be added incrementally with little or no downtime.
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Scrum in ActionCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	While there are some good books on Scrum out there, we believe none of them

	deal with all the essentials a software project team needs to know in order to begin

	and complete a Scrum software project within corporate constraints (by corporate

	constraints, we mean in companies where Scrum or Agile has not been successfully...
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Building a Monitoring Infrastructure with NagiosPrentice Hall, 2007
Build real-world, end-to-end network monitoring solutions with Nagios 
 

This is the definitive guide to building low-cost, enterprise-strength monitoring infrastructures with Nagios, the world’s leading open source monitoring tool. Network monitoring specialist David...
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Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop Elements for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2007
I’m happy to report that wishes come true.

Maybe not all of them, maybe not all the time, but every now and then, when you least expect it, you turn around to find that your wish has been granted.

I came to this conclusion from personal experience. Last year I was working on a book for Thomson Course Technology PTR...
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Orchestrating Local Climate Policy in the European Union: Inter?Municipal Coordination and the Covenant of Mayors in Germany and France ... Energy Policy and Climate Protection)Springer, 2019

	Can we sidestep tedious climate policy negotiations and forge a coalition of the willing instead? Many international organizations and scholars hope to spur local climate action by orchestration, indirect and voluntary governance arrangements. Lena Bendlin looks beyond the apparent success of voluntary initiatives using the example of the...
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Programming the iPhone User ExperienceO'Reilly, 2009
Apple's iPhone and iPod Touch not only feature the world's most powerful mobile operating system, they also usher in a new standard of human-computer interaction through gestural interfaces and multi-touch navigation. This book provides you with a hands-on, example-driven tour of UIKit, Apple's user interface toolkit, and includes common design...
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Elementary Mathematical and Computational Tools for Electrical and Computer Engineers Using MATLAB, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001

	Engineers around the world depend on MATLAB for its power, usability, and outstanding graphics capabilities. Yet too often, engineering students are either left on their own to acquire the background they need to use MATLAB, or they must learn the program concurrently within an advanced course. Both of these options delay students from...
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